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Type Package
Title Play Video Poker with R
Version 0.3
Date 2012-06-20

Author Roland Rau
Cards were created by Byron Knoll and released into the public domain. They were downloaded from http://code.google.com/p/vector-playing-cards/downloads/detail?name=PNG-cards-1.2.zip on 2012-06-08. Byron Knoll stated in his blog that the cards were released by him into the public domain: http://byronknoll.blogspot.de/2011/03/vector-playing-cards.html
The backside of the cards were created by Roland Rau using the R-Logo.

Maintainer Roland Rau <roland.rau@gmail.com>
Depends pixmap, tkrplot, rpanel

Description Play Video Poker with R, complete with a graphical user interface. So far, only `Jacks or Better` is implemented.

License GPL-2
Repository CRAN
Date/Publication 2012-06-20 14:53:39

NeedsCompilation no
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Description

Play Video Poker with R, complete with a graphical user interface. So far, only "Jacks or Better" is implemented.

Details

Package:      RVideoPoker
Type:         Package
Version:      1.0
Date:         2012-06-04
License:      GPL-2

Author(s)

Roland Rau
Maintainer:  Roland Rau <roland.rau@gmail.com>

See Also

See also my other game package: Miney

Examples

cat("All meaningful examples would require a GUI. Hence this nonsense example.\nTypically, you would enter\nrvideopoker()\nto start a standard session.\nMost importantly: Have fun!\n")
Arguments
initbet  Argument initbet specifies the initial bet. The default value is 1 (like 1 cent)
blnce   Argument blnce specifies the initial balance, i.e. the initial amount of "money" you put into the game. The default value is 1000 (like 1000 cents)

Details
This is just a game. Don’t take it serious.

Value
No value returned. Function is used for its side effects.

Note
No further notes. Have fun, enjoy, and improve.

Author(s)
Roland Rau

See Also
Another game package of mine: Miney.

Examples
```
cat("All meaningful examples would require a GUI. Hence this nonsense example.\nTypically, you would enter\nrvideopoker()\n to start a standard session.\nMost importantly: Have fun!\n")
```
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